
  

We started the year publishing Outlook 2022: Balancing Acts (report/video/webinar), but we honestly did not 

anticipate how dramatically 2022 would unfold in this first quarter. Russia invaded Ukraine, inflation continued 
higher, and the Federal Reserve (Fed) signaled a dramatic hawkish shift in policy.  Markets corrected, with the 
Nasdaq entering bear market territory. So, the balancing acts we identified in our report are in focus. Are we on 

the right path with the pandemic? Can the Fed hike rates to tame inflation but not push us into recession? Will  
our federal government enact fiscal and legislative policy that is helpful in this increasingly complex environment?  

Will Russia, Ukraine, and the West achieve balance to resolve the situation and find peace?  

In this week’s Sight|Lines, we revisit the concept of balancing acts from our outlook and how it applies to the 
issues we face in this historic first quarter of 2022.  

Finally … a Brief Pandemic Update 
Authorities in the U.S. started the year having to balance mandates with keeping case counts, hospitalizations, 
and deaths at least somewhat under control. Fortunately, while the omicron variant is much more contagious, it 
has proven to be less severe and seems to have almost run its course here in the U.S. So, the pandemic here may 

be transitioning to an endemic state, and authorities have been ending mandates as a result. 

The Fed Turns Hawkish … Kind Of 
The Fed is managing its balancing act by beginning to unwind its supportive policy to help rein in inflation while not 
pushing the economy into recession.  After discontinuing its securities purchases, the Fed this week hiked its 

benchmark rate 0.25% while also signaling six more rate hikes for the remainder of the year.  The Fed acknowledged 
the risks associated with the war in Ukraine, but Chair Jerome Powell said that the “economy is very strong and well 
positioned to handle tighter monetary policy” and the probability of a recession is “not particularly elevated.”  In its 

latest economic projections, the Fed revised its forecast for PCE inflation for the year to 4.3% from 2.6% while lowering 
the real GDP forecast to 2.8% from 4.0%. Chair Powell recognized the “need to be nimble in responding to incoming 

data and the evolving outlook” and didn’t rule out a 50-bps hike at future meetings.  

Businesses and Consumers Balance … Higher Inflation 
While the Fed works to get inflation down, businesses and consumers face the reality of current, higher inflation. 
Consumers are in a balancing act to decide how much these higher prices may impact their demand. And so far, 

we see retail sales, not adjusted for inflation, rising by 0.3% in February, as gasoline sales rose 5.3% (retail sales 
rose 17.9% from a year ago). On the business side, companies are dealing with higher costs. The most recent 
NFIB Small Business Optimism Index report indicates that 68% of businesses raised selling prices and listed 

higher inflation as a key issue. So, companies must decide whether to increase prices to maintain profit margin 
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and earnings or let higher costs erode margins and earnings. Consensus earnings growth for the S&P 500 for 
2022 sits at 9.1%, which is essentially unchanged from the start of the year.  

A D.C. Update … Complexity 
The balancing acts faced by our political leaders are complex, to say the least. Congress and the Biden 
administration are shifting focus from fiscal spending packages to agency legislation while at the same time trying 
to advance elements of the Build Back Better (BBB) initiative. President Biden didn’t mention BBB in his State of 

the Union address, but he referenced several parts of it. Stifel’s Chief Washington Policy Strategist, Brian Gardner, 
views the chance of passing a revised bill as low. The Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act passed late last year, 

which means they have to decide what to implement and when. Of course, the war in Ukraine has driven energy 
prices higher, adding further to inflationary pressure. And each representative has to decide where they stand on 
the U.S. response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. All of this complicates the calculus of the upcoming midterm 

elections when voters will experience their own balancing act on who to vote for and why. 

Glimpses of Future Peace in Ukraine? 
We focused on geopolitical tensions in our outlook, with an update on the U.S.-China rivalry while discussing a 
possible “New Cold War,” or the idea that U.S.-China and U.S.-Russia strategic competition may be evolving into 

hostile actions. But we didn’t anticipate a full-scale Russian invasion of Ukraine. There has been significant injury 
and loss of life, billions of dollars of damage to buildings and infrastructure, a wave of migration out of Ukraine, 
and real disruption and damage to the lives of Ukrainian citizens. We are seeing glimpses of progress in the 

ongoing peace talks, with Ukraine signaling its willingness to abandon joining NATO in return for security 
guarantees. Click here for our work on the Ukraine. 

Economic and Market Implications 
While inflation and the impact of the Ukraine war represent headwinds, in our base-case scenario, we remain 

positive on the economy and markets even through this period of volatility, as we believe we are still in the first 
half of a new economic cycle. Earnings and economic growth are forecasted to continue into 2022 as COVID 

restrictions ease, supply chain issues resolve, consumer spending remains strong, and we see peace in Ukraine 
become more possible. We see this next stage of the market cycle being driven by the quality of earnings rather 
than multiple expansion. So, we are focusing further on quality in our portfolios. 

Conclusion 
When we published Outlook 2022: Balancing Acts (report/video/webinar), we shared the idea that a lot of what 

we expected to happen this year would be tricky. We did not fully anticipate just how dramatic events would be in 
the first quarter. Despite all of the balancing acts we are seeing, we remain constructive about the economy and 

markets looking forward. 
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The information contained herein has been prepared from sources believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed by us and is not a complete summary or 
statement of all available data, nor is it considered an offer to buy or sell any securities referred to herein. Opinions expressed are subject to change without 
notice and do not take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation, or needs of individual investors. There is no guarantee that the 

figures or opinions forecasted in this report will be realized or achieved. Employees of Stifel, Nicolaus & Company, Incorporated or its affiliates may, at times, 
release written or oral commentary, technical analysis, or trading strategies that differ from the opinions expressed within. Past performance is no guarantee 
of future results. Indices are unmanaged, do not reflect fees or expenses, and you cannot invest directly in an index. 
 
Asset allocation and diversification do not ensure a profit and may not protect against loss. There are special considerations associated with international 

investing, including the risk of currency fluctuations and political and economic events. Investing in emerging markets may involve greater risk and volatility 
than investing in more developed countries. Due to their narrow focus, sector-based investments typically exhibit greater volatility. Small company stocks are 
typically more volatile and carry additional risks, since smaller companies generally are not as well established as larger companies. Property values can fall 
due to environmental, economic, or other reasons, and changes in interest rates can negatively impact the performance of real estate companies. When 
investing in bonds, it is important to note that as interest rates rise, bond prices will fall. The Standard & Poor’s 500 index is a capitalization-weighted index 

that is generally considered representative of the U.S. large capitalization market. The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) is a price-weighted average of 30 
significant stocks traded on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and the NASDAQ. The DJIA was invented by Charles Dow back in 1896. The MSCI EAFE 
index (Europe, Australasia, and the Far East) is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure the equity market performance 
of developed markets, excluding the U.S. and Canada. 
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